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Abstract  
Banking plays an important role in the economy of any country. The success of a healthy economy depends on a robust 

and healthy banking system. Savings, investments, production, employment and growth in the national economy are 

affected by the operations and decisions of the banking system. Lending is one of the main activities of most banks and this 

is affected by risk. Changes in economic conditions affect bank risk. The borrower's credit status may deteriorate over time 

due to various factors. Credit risk and its management at the branch level can greatly assist banks' performance. Paying 

attention to credit risk indices at bank branch level is an issue that has been less addressed. In this study, the researchers 

have prioritized the evaluation of branch-level indicators using new decision-making techniques, such as SWARA and 

MABAK, by presenting a general model of the factors influencing credit risk at banks level. We first obtained the weight 

of the indices using the SWARA technique and using the opinions of ten banking experts and then we are ready to enter 

the MABAK model. The analysis was carried out in qard al-hasan RESALAT Bank, and in 30 selected branches of the bank. 
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1. Introduction  

Financial services provided by banks are a prerequisite for the economic growth of countries (Ojima 

& Ojima. 2019). In fact, banks are the most important institutions for allocating funds and savings (Foos 

et al., 2010). As the main supplier of financing for economic and investment activities in countries, this 

system plays a key role in transferring resources from savers to investor groups (Balzer, et al., 1994). 

Huffman (2011) states that a healthy and profitable banking system can better resist economic shocks 

and play a stronger role in the stability and stability of the financial system.Banking risks include banks' 

risks. In fact, risk is an inherent component of banking and financial institutions. 

The history of risk in banking is as old as banking, and despite the diversification of banking services, 

the risks have increased. Because of the expansion of banking activities, borrowers' inability to repay 

debts, entry into international banking and financial crises have been on the rise. Bagchi (2004, p. 123) 

argues that the four-letter RISK is divided into R rarely (unexpected), I event (consequence), S selection 

(identification), and K, Knocking (measurement, monitoring and control). Figure (1) presents a 

classification of the types of financial risks. Among the types of risk, credit risk is the most important 

and the oldest risk. So that in the banking risk management, credit risk has the most affect (Arunkumar 

& Kotreshwar. 2006). The evolution and growth of the Basel Committee has been focused on credit risk 

(Meulbroek. 2002). According to Mullings (2003), lack of credit risk management can jeopardize the 

success of banks and thus destabilize the financial system. Therefore, understanding credit risk and its 

relation to other risks is very important (Reimer, 2018).This risk arises from the fact that the recipients 

of the facility are not able to repay their debt to banks. Hence, banks want to provide low risk applicants 

with facilities. Credit risk in banks and financial institutions and its management has therefore become 

a major concern (Caouette et al., 1998; Broll et al., 2004; Servigny& Renault. 2004). Neural Network 

(Atiya, 2001), Genetic Algorithm (Chen and Huang, 2003), Combining audit analysis and Neural 

Network (Yu et a.,, 2008), Data Envelopment Analysis (Emel et al., 2003; Min et al, 2008), Combined 

methods of Backup Vector Machine (Yu et al., 2010), Decision Tree (Yanping et al., 2012), Combining 

Decision Tree and Neural Network (Kabari & Nwachukwu. 2013), Logistic Regression (Mileris, 2011; 

Lin, 2009), have been used by researchers to assess credit risk over the past years. In this article, after 

reviewing the credit risk of different countries, we will look at past research and finally select banks' 

credit risk indices. Next, we prioritize the selected indices and branches in the country with the help 

of new multi-criteria decision-making methods (combining SWARA and MABAK).  

2. Credit Risk 
 
Credit risk is one of the most important factors affecting the health of the banking system. The level 

of credit risk depends on the quality of the bank's assets; the quality of a bank's assets also depends on 
the process of non-current claims and the health and profitability of the bank's facilities (Baral.  
2005).Credit risk stems from the fact that the contractor cannot or will not fulfill its obligations. 
Traditionally, the impact of this risk is measured at the cost of the RIAL due to default. Credit risk 
arises from the division of non-current facilities over total facilities. Non-current amenities include 
past due, deferred and dubious loans (Tan. 2015). Chen & Pan (2012) define credit risk as fluctuations 
in the value of derivatives and securities due to changes in the quality of the recipient's or the 
transaction side of the bank. The most important reason for bank failure is credit risk (Zribi & 
Boujelbène, 2011, Alessandri & Drehmann. 2010, Altman & Saunders. 1998). Credit risk is the 
consequence of inadequate interaction with financial system actors. According to research Stiglitz & 
weiss (1981); Estrella & Mishkin (1996), the borrower has more information about the status of the 
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project than the bank. This subject, increases information asymmetry, reverses selection and moral 
hazard in the credit market. Serious market competition can also lead to credit risk for commercial 
banks (Wang et al., 2013).From a macro perspective, credit risk is the consequence of systemic risk. 
Systemic risk represents a major financial challenge resulting from the inability of financial market 
participants to perform credit obligations (Fukuda. 2012, Giesecke & Kim. 2011, Nijskens & Wagner. 
2011). 

 

 
 

Fig.1. Own design based on the book Reimer (2018) 

 
3. Credit Risk Indicators in Studies 

Studies by Stulz. (1984); Smith et al, (1990); Froot  et al., (1993); emphasize the need for active credit 
risk management for a number of reasons. Anbar (2006) deals with different credit risk management 
practices in Turkish banks. Van Greuning et al., (2009) in their study outlined different types of bank 
risk strategies. These strategies include managing and monitoring information systems risk, establishing 
appropriate internal controls, assessing and analyzing risks, identifying and measuring specific risks, 
and developing risk mitigation policies. Horstedt & linjamaa (2015) in their research looked at the 
criteria banks have in assessing the credit risk of small and medium-sized enterprises as their customers. 
People such as Nijskens and Wagner (2011); Breuer et al., (2010); Qian & Strahan (2007); Saunders & 
Allen. (2002) are examples of corporate governance and poor management control. Inadequate rules 
and regulations, limited institutional capacity, policies inadequate credit, high interest rate 
fluctuations, low capital and liquidity levels, gross lending, have been the subject of many banks' 
licensing. Aburime (2008) states that banks' profitability depends on its ability to anticipate, avoid and 
control the risks involved, low asset quality and low level of liquidity are two major factors in 
bankruptcy. Kosmidou (2008) for measuring credit risk respectively: selected indicators of asset return 
ratio and reserve ratio of suspicious claims. Fixed impact assessment results on branch-level month-to-
month board information uncover that branch size, store and settlements emphatically and 
fundamentally influences productivity, though cost the executives influences adversely (Quader et al., 
2020). Cooper et al., (2003) believe that increasing credit risk of banks will have a direct impact on the 
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quality of the portfolio of the facility and consequently, the performance and profitability of the banks. 
Table (1) lists the most important researches of the past years: 

 
 
 

Table 1. The most important credit risk factors in research 
Author/s Results 

Haslem (1968) The ratios of capital, interest and pay, and payroll 

Yeats (1974) Performance of Bank Structure 

Short (1979) Market Structure Criteria (Focus or Market Share) 

Revell  (1980) The inflation Rate 

Nienhaus (1983) Loan Rates 

Smirlock (1985) Market share 

Wall (1985) Managing Bank Assets and Debts, Manage funds, Non-interest cost 

control 

Bourke and Philips (1989) Macroeconomic factors 

Short and Brock (1989) Focus on Profit Rate 

Molyneux and Thornton 

(1992) 

Focus on Profit Rate 

Molyneux (1993) Focus on costs 

Stinenherr and Huveneers 

(1994) 

The relationship between risk and return, economic growth and 

financial variables 

Berger (1995) Profitability and risk relationship 

Bessler and Booth (1996) The relationship between profitability and interest rate risk 

Hutchison and Pennachi 

(1996) 

Focus on Interest Rates 

Flannery et al (1997) Focus on Interest Rates 

Babbel and Santomero 

(1997) 

 

Focus on asset and debt management 

Neely and Wheelock (1997) Per capita income 

Hoggarth et al (1998) Inflation 

Jayaratneand Strahan (1998) Ownership features 

Gure, B, Staunton, J and 

Mugam (1999) 

Commitment management, Market interest rates, The inflation rate 

Bashir (2000) Capital, Overload, GDP, Interest rate, Loans ratio, Save tax 

Bashir (2003) Profitability and Banking Features 

DenizeMahshid- 

Mohammad RaiszadehNaji 

(2003) 

Interest Risk 

Haron (2004) Liquidity, Total Expenditures, Investment Funds, Interbank and 

Borrower Profit Percentage with Total Revenue Received 

IlaPatnaik& Ajay Shah 

(2004) 

Interest rate on equity, bank stock price 

Abdus (2004) Liquidity 

Baral (2005) Bank asset quality, non-performing receivables, health and 

profitability of customer facilities 

Hansjorg Lehmann and 

Michael Manz (2006) 

Macroeconomic variables 

Al-Hashimi (2007) Interest rate gap 
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Toni (2008) Operational inefficiency, interest rate gap 

Athanasoglou et al (2008) Banking Reform 

Kosmidou (2008) Bank Profitability Indicators 

Aburime (2008) Prediction, Avoidance and Risk Control 

Flamini et al (2009) Bank size 

IndranarainRamlall (2010) Capital 

Espinoza & Prasad (2010) Ratio of Non-Commercial Facilities to Interest Rate, Credit Level, 

Economic Growth, Bank Size, Capital Rate 

Ben Naceur et al (2010) Ratio of Non-Commercial Facilities to Interest Rate, Credit Level, 

Economic Growth, Bank Size, Capital Rate 

Staikouras (2011) Interest margin, bank capital, inflation, interest rate 

Khrawish et al (2011) Equity Returns, Company Size, Exchange Rate Stability, Total Debt 

to Total Assets, Total Income to Total Assets, GDP, Inflation 

Economic development requires the development of a monetary and financial system structure. 
Financial development reduces bank credit risk by increasing economic growth. Financial development 
is realized through two channels of banking development and stock market development. The Bank 
Development Index is defined as the ratio of bank credits allocated to the private sector to total 
concessional facilities. According to the theories of McKinnon (1973) and Shaw (1973), the positive 
effect of economic growth shifts to banking development, through which the channel contributes to 
financial development and increases the level of banking resources. 

Based on Schumpeter's studies, McKinnon and Shaw developed the theory of financial 
liberalization. Whereby lowering government restrictions on the banking system (such as interest rate 
ceilings, high statutory reserves, and selective credit programs) increased the post its optimal size and 
transition to investment leads to bank development. Saving savings and efficient capital allocation 
drives bank resources towards productive and profitable investment plans and leads to reduced bank 
credit risk (Coricelli & Roland, 2008). The stock market development channel is also defined by the 
ratio of stock market value to GDP. Stock market development, on the one hand, affects equity 
capitalization, risk diversification and risk reduction (Demirguc-Kunt and Levine. 1995). On the other 
hand, it increases the investment ratio of banks, reduces non-banking activities and reduces overall 
banking risk including credit risk (Vithessonthi. 2014a; Vithessonthi. 2014b; Vithessonthi & Tongurai.  
2016). 

The impact of GDP on banks' credit risk during periods of boom and recession comes through 
business cycles.Business cycles affect the credit risk of banks both on the demand side and on the credit 
side (Bikker & Metzemakers. 2005; Vithessonthi & Tongurai.  2016). Fluctuations in total income and 
total output affect the debt repayment capacity of firms and reduce the damage to banks' financial assets 
during the boom period and increase during the recession period; because during the recession, banks 
will inevitably experience a significant increase in non-performing loans and advances (Adrian & Shin. 
2010). In addition, the business cycle of the real interest rate channel affects firms' decision to choose 
risky or reliable schemes and affects bank credit risk and the likelihood of default (Dimond. 1991). 
Banking crises, particularly in South America (1994-1995) and Southeast Asia (1997-1998), have shown 
a close relationship between business cycles and banking system behavior, particularly bank credit 
(Demirgüç-Kunt & Detragiache. 2000). The study of the unsecured lending crisis confirmed the close 
relationship between banks' credit risk and the stability of the banking system and underscored the 
effectiveness of the Basel Committee's prudent micro standards to mitigate credit risk.The Basel 
Committee stresses the importance of the counter-periodic prudential reserve needed to reduce bank 
credit risk in business cycles (Saadaoui. 2014). 
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Both hypothetical and observational investigation was done to clarify the distinctions in credit 
chances among branches and auxiliaries of unfamiliar banks (Brei & Winograd. 2018). It was found 
that credit danger in Sub-Saharan Africa is not simply identified with macroeconomic determinants, 
for example, development, public obligation, monetary focus and monetary turn of events, yet 
additionally to the business and administrative climate (Brei et al., 2020). It was found that credit 
danger in Sub-Saharan Africa is not simply identified with macroeconomic determinants, for example, 
development, public obligation, monetary focus and monetary turn of events, yet additionally to the 
business and administrative climate (Musau et al., 2018). It was additionally discovered that normal 
people and NGOs were treated similarly by banks in evaluating their credit applications; 
notwithstanding, they varied in the treatment of business firms (Karsh & Abumwais. 2018). 

Apart from the above factors, political developments, borrower's individual and organizational 
characteristics, GDP, unemployment rate, inflation rate, stock price indices, equity liquidity ratio, 
commercial openness and financial advantage also affect banks' credit risk. Are effective (Castro. 2013, 
673).Some of these variables may or may not directly or indirectly affect the credit risk of a financial 
development channel or economic cycle. The literature on financial economics relates to debt leverage, 
the liquidity ratio (Laidroo. 2016; Black & Cox. 1976; Leland. 1994; Longstaff & Schwartz. 1995) and 
the degree of business openness (Chinn & Ito. 2006; Baltagi et al., 2009; Fischer & Valenzuela. 2013) 
acknowledge bank credit risk. 

Therefore, considering the importance of addressing the indicators discussed in previous research 
and interviewing banking industry experts, credit risk indices at branch level are presented as Figure2: 
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Fig. 2. General conceptual model 

 
 
 
Case Study in IRAN (qard al-hasan RESALAT bank) 

After designing the conceptual model (Figure 2), the researcher performed two steps in the 
executive steps: first by identifying the weight of the research indicators by SWARA technique and 
then prioritizing the 30 selected branches of Iran's largest lending bank, namely qard al-hasan 
RESALAT Bank(www.rqbank.ir) has used the MABAKMethod. Figure 3 illustrates the research 
implementation process: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.3. Research Executive Model 

The purpose of this study is to describe the purpose of the applied type and to collect the data 
descriptively. To prioritize, 30 branches of Iran's largest indebted bank, qard al-hasan RESALAT Bank, 
have been selected. Ten experienced banking experts have been selected to answer the questions in 
Table 2. The steps are described below. 

Table 2.Expert Selection 
Row Education Work Experience Field of Study Job 

1 BS 12 years Economy Head of Branch 

2 DR 15 years financial manager financial manager 

3 BS 8 years Banking Inspector 

4 MA 9 years Management Head of Branch 

5 MA 12 years Banking Head of Branch 

6 BS 10 years Management auditor 

7 BS 11 years financial manager Head of Branch 

Bank Credit Risk Identification and 

Model Drawing 

Prioritize  

Criteria 

Prioritize Branches by MABAK 

Method 

Conclusions and Suggestions 

Determining the Weights of Indices 

by SWARA 

http://www.rqbank.ir/
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8 MA 14 years Management Inspector 

9 BS 9 years Economy Head of Branch 

10 MA 10 years financial manager auditor 

 

Stepwise Weight Assessment Ratio Analysis (SWARA) Method 

The evaluation of criteria weighting has been a concern of MADM methods. Some methods of calculating the 
weight of criteria are:analytic hierarchy process (AHP) (Saaty. 1980), analytic network process (ANP) (Saaty& 
Vargas. 2001), Entropy (Shannon. 1948; Susinskas et al., 2011; Kersuliene & Turskis. 2011), FARE (Ginevicius. 

2011), SWARA (Kersuliene et al., 2010)., etc. The SWARA method was introduced by Kersulieneetet, et al in 
2010. In this technique, the criteria are ranked by value.In this method, the most important criterion is ranked 
first and the least important criterion is last. In this way, experts (respondents) play an important role in 
determining the weight of the criteria. The main characteristic of this method is the ability of experts and experts 
to estimate the relative importance of criteria in their weight determination process. This method is useful for 
gathering and coordinating information obtained from experts and experts. The applications of this technique are 

simple and experts in various fields can easily communicate the main purpose of the technique. The steps for 
solving this procedure are presented in Figure 4. 

The ability to estimate experts’ opinion about importance ratio of the criteria in the process of their weights 
determination is the main element of this method (Kersuliene et al., 2010). Moreover, this method is helpful for 
coordinating and gathering data from experts. Furthermore, SWARA method is uncomplicated and experts can 
easily work together. The main advantage of this method in decision-making is that in some problems, priorities 

are defined based on policies of companies or countries and there are not any needs for evaluation to rank criteria. 

 

Fig.4. Determining of the criteria weights based on SWARA (Kersuliene & Turskis. 2011) 
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So, after reviewing the experts' opinions, Weights and relative values of each indicator are 
calculated in Table 3: 

 

 

Table 3. Results of SWARA method in weighting of indicators 

Criterion Comparative importance of 
average value Sj 

Coefficient 
Kj=Sj+1 

Recalculated 
weight 
Wj=(Xj+1)/Kj 

Weight 
Qj=Wj/∑ 𝒘𝒋 

Invalid customer validation 

 

 1 1 0.264 

Not getting the necessary 
guarantees 

0.25 1.25 0.8 0.210 

No follow up appointments 0.20 1.20 0.666 0.176 

Inappropriate dealing with 
customers 

0.30 1.30 0.512 0.134 

Depositing government loans 0.15 1.15 0.445 0.118 

Improper location of 
branches 

0.20 1.20 0.370 0.098 

Source: created by the authors 

In the following, after determining the weight of the indices, using the MABAKTechnique, 
prioritizing the four selected branches of qard al-hasan RESALAT Bank throughout Iran has been 
discussed. 

Multi-Attributive Border Approximation area Comparison (MABAC) Technique 

The MABAC method is one of the newest multi-criteria decision-making techniques used to rank 
options in multi-criteria decision-making models. This method was first proposed by Pamučar & 
Ćirović. (2015). The advantages of the MABAC method are as follows: (1) it has a simple mathematical 
device and stable results. (2) Complete results can be easily obtained with this method because it 
considers the probable value of profit and loss. Moreover (3) it is possible to combine this approach 
with other approaches. Therefore, the MABAC method is capable of meeting the needs of a valid 
prioritization tool. 

Steps to Solve: 

Step 1: Determining research criteria and options 
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The first step in this method is to determine the research factors and options. In this section, 
literature review or methods such as Delphi or Fuzzy Delphi can be used to extract the research factors 
correctly. 

Step 2: Forming the decision matrix 

The second step is to form the decision matrix. The decision matrix in this way is a criterion-option, 
a matrix whose columns form the problem criteria and the rows are options. In addition, each cell is 
actually the score of every option over every criterion. This score can be given by real numbers or by 
verbal spectra. 

Step 3: Decision Matrix Normalization 

In this step, the decision matrix of the second step should be normalized. Normalization is done 
using the following equations: if the criteria are positive, the first relation is used and if the criteria are 
negative, the second relation is used. 

𝑋𝑖𝑗 − 𝑋𝑖
−

𝑋𝑖
+ − 𝑋𝑖

− = 𝑛𝑖𝑗                                                                                                                                        (1) 

𝑋𝑖𝑗 − 𝑋𝑖
+

𝑋𝑖
− − 𝑋𝑖

+ = 𝑛𝑖𝑗                                                                                                                                        (2) 

Step 4: Normal matrix weighting 

In this step, we weight the normal matrix using the following relation. Under W is the weight of 
criteria that must be obtained from other methods such as the Shannon entropy method, the AHP 
method or newer techniques such as the BWM method or the SWARA method. 

𝑉𝑖𝑗  = 𝑊𝑖 ∗ (𝑛𝑖𝑗 + 1)                                                                                                                          (3) 

Where nij represents the elements of the normalized matrix (N), wi denotes the standard 
weighting coefficients. 

Step 5: Determine the area of similarity of the matrix (g) 

In this section, using the following equation for each criterion, a similarity boundary is determined; 
in fact, it must be deducted from the scores of each geometric mean criterion to obtain the similarity 
boundary. 

𝑔𝑗 = ( √∑ 𝑣𝑖𝑗

𝑚

𝑖=1

𝑚

)                                                                                                                             (4) 

Where the following shows the elements of the weight matrix (V), m denotes the total number of 
alternatives. After calculating the value of gi according to the criteria, a matrix of approximate regions 
G is created in the form n x 1. 
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                                                                                                   (5) 

Step 6: Calculate the distance of options to the border of similarity 

In this section, we obtain the options up to the area g by using the following equation. In fact, the 
weighted matrix should be subtracted from the matrix g. 

 

 

 

      (6) 

Once the Q matrix is specified, the status of each option can be determined using the upper bound 
(+ G) and the lower bound (-G). Accordingly, the Ai option belongs to the set community mentioned 
above, as shown below. Accordingly, the upper limit of the area (+ G) is the area where the ideal 
positive is located and the lower limit of the area (-G) is the area where the ideal is the opposite. 

 

Fig.5. Presentation of the upper (G+), lower (G) and border (G) approximation areas. 

The degree of affiliation of the Ai option to the upper community is obtained by the following 
relation. According to the logic of the MABAK Method, in order to be a better option than the others, 
it must be in the top estimation area. 

{

𝐺+       𝐼𝐹      𝑞𝑖𝑗 > 0

𝐺        𝐼𝐹       𝑞𝑖𝑗 = 0

𝐺−      𝐼𝐹       𝑞𝑖𝑗 < 0

                                                                                                                            (7) 

To select Ai as the best form of the set, it is necessary that the maximum possible criteria belong to 
the upper approximate region (+ G). A higher value of + qi∈G indicates that the alternative is closer to 
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the ideal alternative, while a lower value of -qi∈G indicates that the alternative is closer to the ideal 
alternative. 

Step 7: Final ranking of options 

In this step, using the relation below, determine the final score for each option and rank the options 
accordingly. The calculation of the values of the benchmark functions is obtained by the options as the 
sum of the alternative distances from the approximate boundary regions of qi. By summing the 
elements of the Q matrix in each row, the final values of the criterion function of the options are 
obtained. 

𝑆𝑖 = ∑ 𝑞𝑖𝑗

𝑛

𝑗=1

,         𝑗 = 1,2, … . . , 𝑛    𝑎𝑛𝑑   𝑖 = 1,2, … , 𝑚                                                           (8) 

Where n represents the number of criteria, and m is the number of alternatives. The results are 
presented in tables 4 to 7 below: 

Table 4. Normalized Matrix 

 
weights of criteria 0.264 0.21 0.176 0.134 0.118 0.098 

kind of criteria 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 

 C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 

A1 0.5000 0.2500 0.2500 0.0000 1.0000 0.2500 

A2 0.7500 0.0000 0.5000 0.7500 1.0000 0.5000 

A3 0.5000 0.5000 0.0000 0.5000 0.7500 0.2500 

A4 0.2500 0.2500 0.2500 0.0000 1.0000 1.0000 

A5 0.5000 0.5000 0.7500 0.5000 0.0000 0.7500 

A6 0.5000 1.0000 0.5000 0.0000 1.0000 0.5000 

A7 0.2500 0.7500 0.2500 0.0000 0.5000 0.5000 

A8 0.5000 0.5000 0.2500 0.2500 0.7500 0.0000 

A9 0.7500 0.7500 0.2500 0.0000 0.7500 0.5000 

A10 0.2500 0.2500 0.5000 0.7500 0.7500 0.2500 

A11 0.0000 0.0000 0.2500 0.2500 0.0000 0.5000 

A12 0.2500 0.2500 1.0000 0.2500 0.5000 0.2500 

A13 0.5000 1.0000 0.2500 0.2500 0.7500 0.5000 

A14 1.0000 1.0000 0.7500 0.7500 0.5000 0.0000 

A15 0.5000 1.0000 0.2500 0.5000 0.2500 0.7500 

A16 0.5000 0.5000 1.0000 0.7500 0.2500 0.7500 

A17 0.2500 0.2500 1.0000 0.2500 0.0000 0.0000 

A18 1.0000 1.0000 0.7500 0.7500 0.5000 0.7500 

A19 0.5000 0.7500 0.7500 0.0000 0.7500 0.5000 

A20 0.2500 0.2500 1.0000 0.2500 0.7500 0.7500 

A21 0.2500 0.5000 0.5000 0.0000 0.2500 0.7500 
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A22 0.5000 0.5000 0.7500 0.0000 0.7500 0.5000 

A23 0.5000 0.2500 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 0.2500 

A24 0.5000 0.2500 0.5000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

A25 0.5000 0.5000 1.0000 0.0000 0.5000 1.0000 

A26 0.2500 0.2500 0.2500 0.2500 0.0000 0.5000 

A27 0.5000 0.7500 0.2500 0.0000 0.5000 0.7500 

A28 0.5000 1.0000 0.2500 0.7500 1.0000 0.5000 

A29 1.0000 1.0000 0.2500 0.2500 0.5000 0.7500 

A30 0.5000 1.0000 0.5000 1.0000 0.7500 0.0000 

Source: created by the authors 

 

Table 5. Normalized Weighted Matrix (V) 

 

 C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 

A1 0.3960 0.2625 0.2200 0.1340 0.2360 0.1225 

A2 0.4620 0.2100 0.2640 0.2345 0.2360 0.1470 

A3 0.3960 0.3150 0.1760 0.2010 0.2065 0.1225 

A4 0.3300 0.2625 0.2200 0.1340 0.2360 0.1960 

A5 0.3960 0.3150 0.3080 0.2010 0.1180 0.1715 

A6 0.3960 0.4200 0.2640 0.1340 0.2360 0.1470 

A7 0.3300 0.3675 0.2200 0.1340 0.1770 0.1470 

A8 0.3960 0.3150 0.2200 0.1675 0.2065 0.0980 

A9 0.4620 0.3675 0.2200 0.1340 0.2065 0.1470 

A10 0.3300 0.2625 0.2640 0.2345 0.2065 0.1225 

A11 0.2640 0.2100 0.2200 0.1675 0.1180 0.1470 

A12 0.3300 0.2625 0.3520 0.1675 0.1770 0.1225 

A13 0.3960 0.4200 0.2200 0.1675 0.2065 0.1470 

A14 0.5280 0.4200 0.3080 0.2345 0.1770 0.0980 

A15 0.3960 0.4200 0.2200 0.2010 0.1475 0.1715 

A16 0.3960 0.3150 0.3520 0.2345 0.1475 0.1715 

A17 0.3300 0.2625 0.3520 0.1675 0.1180 0.0980 

A18 0.5280 0.4200 0.3080 0.2345 0.1770 0.1715 

A19 0.3960 0.3675 0.3080 0.1340 0.2065 0.1470 

A20 0.3300 0.2625 0.3520 0.1675 0.2065 0.1715 

A21 0.3300 0.3150 0.2640 0.1340 0.1475 0.1715 

A22 0.3960 0.3150 0.3080 0.1340 0.2065 0.1470 

A23 0.3960 0.2625 0.3520 0.2680 0.2360 0.1225 

A24 0.3960 0.2625 0.2640 0.1340 0.1180 0.0980 

A25 0.3960 0.3150 0.3520 0.1340 0.1770 0.1960 

A26 0.3300 0.2625 0.2200 0.1675 0.1180 0.1470 

A27 0.3960 0.3675 0.2200 0.1340 0.1770 0.1715 

A28 0.3960 0.4200 0.2200 0.2345 0.2360 0.1470 

A29 0.5280 0.4200 0.2200 0.1675 0.1770 0.1715 
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A30 0.3960 0.4200 0.2640 0.2680 0.2065 0.0980 

Source: created by the authors 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 6. Distance of Alternatives from BAA matrix (Q) 

 

 C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 

A1 0.0090 -0.0574 -0.0432 -0.0395 0.0558 -0.0191 

A2 0.0750 -0.1099 0.0008 0.0610 0.0558 0.0054 

A3 0.0090 -0.0049 -0.0872 0.0275 0.0263 -0.0191 

A4 -0.0570 -0.0574 -0.0432 -0.0395 0.0558 0.0544 

A5 0.0090 -0.0049 0.0448 0.0275 -0.0622 0.0299 

A6 0.0090 0.1001 0.0008 -0.0395 0.0558 0.0054 

A7 -0.0570 0.0476 -0.0432 -0.0395 -0.0032 0.0054 

A8 0.0090 -0.0049 -0.0432 -0.0060 0.0263 -0.0436 

A9 0.0750 0.0476 -0.0432 -0.0395 0.0263 0.0054 

A10 -0.0570 -0.0574 0.0008 0.0610 0.0263 -0.0191 

A11 -0.1230 -0.1099 -0.0432 -0.0060 -0.0622 0.0054 

A12 -0.0570 -0.0574 0.0888 -0.0060 -0.0032 -0.0191 

A13 0.0090 0.1001 -0.0432 -0.0060 0.0263 0.0054 

A14 0.1410 0.1001 0.0448 0.0610 -0.0032 -0.0436 

A15 0.0090 0.1001 -0.0432 0.0275 -0.0327 0.0299 

A16 0.0090 -0.0049 0.0888 0.0610 -0.0327 0.0299 

A17 -0.0570 -0.0574 0.0888 -0.0060 -0.0622 -0.0436 

A18 0.1410 0.1001 0.0448 0.0610 -0.0032 0.0299 

A19 0.0090 0.0476 0.0448 -0.0395 0.0263 0.0054 

A20 -0.0570 -0.0574 0.0888 -0.0060 0.0263 0.0299 

A21 -0.0570 -0.0049 0.0008 -0.0395 -0.0327 0.0299 

A22 0.0090 -0.0049 0.0448 -0.0395 0.0263 0.0054 

A23 0.0090 -0.0574 0.0888 0.0945 0.0558 -0.0191 

A24 0.0090 -0.0574 0.0008 -0.0395 -0.0622 -0.0436 

A25 0.0090 -0.0049 0.0888 -0.0395 -0.0032 0.0544 

A26 -0.0570 -0.0574 -0.0432 -0.0060 -0.0622 0.0054 

A27 0.0090 0.0476 -0.0432 -0.0395 -0.0032 0.0299 

A28 0.0090 0.1001 -0.0432 0.0610 0.0558 0.0054 

A29 0.1410 0.1001 -0.0432 -0.0060 -0.0032 0.0299 

A30 0.0090 0.1001 0.0008 0.0945 0.0263 -0.0436 

Source: created by the authors 
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Table 7. The results 

 
Alternatives Q Q Ranking 

A1 -0.0943 -0.0943 25 

A2 0.0882 0.0882 13 

A3 -0.0483 -0.0483 20 

A4 -0.0868 -0.0868 23 

A5 0.0442 0.0442 15 

A6 0.1317 0.1317 8 

A7 -0.0898 -0.0898 24 

A8 -0.0623 -0.0623 22 

A9 0.0717 0.0717 14 

A10 -0.0453 -0.0453 19 

A11 -0.3388 -0.3388 30 

A12 -0.0538 -0.0538 21 

A13 0.0917 0.0917 11 

A14 0.3002 0.3002 2 

A15 0.0907 0.0907 12 

A16 0.1512 0.1512 7 

A17 -0.1373 -0.1373 27 

A18 0.3737 0.3737 1 

A19 0.0937 0.0937 10 

A20 0.0247 0.0247 17 

A21 -0.1033 -0.1033 26 

A22 0.0412 0.0412 16 

A23 0.1717 0.1717 6 

A24 -0.1928 -0.1928 28 

A25 0.1047 0.1047 9 

A26 -0.2203 -0.2203 29 

A27 0.0007 0.0007 18 

A28 0.1882 0.1882 4 

A29 0.2187 0.2187 3 

A30 0.1872 0.1872 5 
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Source: created by the authors 

 

4. Conclusion 

The banking sector, as the most important financial institution in the country, has the task of 
equipping the financial resources and allocating them to the economic system. In Iran, due to the 
economic and financial structure of the country and the lack of proper expansion of financial markets, 
financing of various economic sectors is more the responsibility of the banking system. Banks have 
been exposed to a variety of credit risks throughout their lives, including credit risks, as the banks first 
role in the financial markets is in collecting deposits and lending. Therefore, identifying the factors 
that influence credit risk and their control for the banking system is of particular importance. 

 In this study, after reviewing the theoretical foundations of credit risk indices, a general model was 
designed at the branch level and finally, the indices were considered to assess the credit risk of the 
branches. Subsequently, the analysis was performed using the combined approach of SWARA and 
MABAK. In the first step, the weight of the indices was obtained using the SWARA technique the 
importance of the indices was as follows:  

Invalid customer validation with a weight of 0.264 and the not getting the necessary guarantees 
with a score of 0.210, and no follow up appointments with a 0.176. An Inappropriate dealing with 
customers with a 0.134 and depositing government loans with a 0.118 and an improper location of 
branches with a 0.098. Then, taking into account the 30 branches selected from the resale bank, the 
weights obtained in the previous step were incorporated into the MABAK technique and thirty 
branches were prioritized. Therefore, the following suggestions for lower rated branches can be 
considered: 

- Accurate and regular validation through a transparent system 

- Permanent follow-up of branch officials in payments and the use of SMS, email and digital 
systems. 

- Branches report monthly and report on their credit risk 

- Branches that have a problem with refunds are identified and higher-rated branches are asked 
to share their experiences. 
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